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Hanover and Anchor, two organisations 
specialising in housing, care and support 
services to older people, are in talks 
about merging later in 2018.

Combining two of the most well-known 
and longest-established providers of 
older people’s housing and care would 
bring real benefits for you and we’re  
keen to hear your thoughts.

This guide tells you what’s proposed,  
why we are considering merger and  
how you can give us your views.

The proposal

merge
verb 
Combine to form a single entity.
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Under the proposals, the two organisations would  
come together as the Anchor Hanover Group.

Creating one single organisation would enable  
us to do more than we can apart: 

• More efficient: We could negotiate better contracts with suppliers 
and pool resources and expertise to drive great value-for-money for 
customers.

• More options: Our customers would have a bigger range of housing 
and care options available to them and our colleagues would have 
more career options.

• More influence: As a single organisation, it would be easier to  
talk to government to ensure the importance of older people’s 
housing and care is understood and prioritised. It would also 
increase our work with local councils to deliver the services that 
communities need. 

•  More locations: As a single, bigger organisation, we could access 
more money to enable us to build more properties for older people 
than we could remaining as separate organisations. This could 
include social rented, shared ownership and outright sale new 
homes. The new organisation would continue to be a major provider 
of residential care to older people.
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Hanover and Anchor have more than a century of experience 
between us. Because we are both housing associations,  
we reinvest the money we make into doing more for older people.

Since starting out in the 1960s, both organisations have 
evolved to meet the changing needs of the people  
we serve. Today, people can look forward to living longer 
than ever before. The number of people aged 65 and  
over in England is set to increase by more than 20 per cent 
over ten years and by nearly 60 per cent over 25 years. 

More specialist housing and care will be needed going 
forwards, with new types of services. As money for services 
for older people is increasingly stretched, we need to ensure 
we provide great value for money.

At Anchor and Hanover, we understand these changing needs.  
We both have ambitious plans and want to provide more and 
better services, driven by the needs and aspirations of the growing 
number of older people. Like every other housing association,  
we are always looking for ways to improve value for money.

A new, bigger organisation would be able to secure the best 
services for our customers now and in the future. It would also 
enable us to offer better career options for the people we employ, 
meaning we attract and keep great colleagues.

Why merge now?
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• Your service charge or rent would not be adversely 
affected by the merger

• Any savings that we can achieve over time will be reflected 
in the level of service charges wherever possible

• Over time, you would begin to see a new logo being used 
along with the new name: Anchor Hanover Group. But we 
would bring it in slowly, to keep the cost of changing name 
to a minimum

• You would have the reassurance of support from one of 
the largest telecare providers for older people in the UK

•  Improved ways of communicating online, for example, 
when reporting or tracking repairs

• The merger would mean customers wishing to move 
location within the Anchor Hanover Group would have 
more options, as well as support if moving to a care home 
run by the new organisation.

What it means for you
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• Created in 1968 as Help  
the Aged (Oxford)  
Housing Association

• Retirement housing to  
rent and buy in more  
than 800 locations

• Operate 121 care homes  
for older people, with strong  
ratings from the care regulator  
the Care Quality Commission.

• Founded in 1963 in response  
to the need for specialist housing  
for older people

• Rental, sale and shared ownership 
properties in approximately 600 
locations 

•	 Hanover’s	free	and	confidential	 
Be Wise advice services have helped 
identify over £6 million of extra income 
and savings for residents over the last 
four years.

Who we are: Fast facts
Local authorities 
we are in

Local authorities 
we are not in
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91%
of local councils  

in England

60,000
homes for older 
people (housing,  

care or both)

over

1,700
across  

more than

sites

Combining the  
two organisations 
would mean the 

Group operates in

ANCHOR HANOVER GROUP WOULD COMPRISE

The Chair designate is Dr Stuart 
Burgess CBE, currently Chair of Hanover. 
Designate means they would lead the 
new organisation if a merger were  
to go ahead.

The Chief Executive designate 
is Jane Ashcroft CBE, currently  
Chief Executive of Anchor.
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Both Anchor and Hanover have a strong commitment to involving 
the people we serve in helping us develop and improve. We want 
to get your feedback on the plans for merger.

Anchor’s Customer Council and Hanover’s Communities Council 
are also among the many ways the two organisations gather 
views on a wide range of issues. We’ll be talking to both groups 
in detail about the proposals in the coming weeks.

We will also be in regular communication with the people 
working in both organisations to ensure they are able to  
provide updates.

Involving you
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Hanover and Anchor have shared values and are very similar 
organisations. Both organisations are committed to listening  
to the people we serve and we want to know what you think. 

We’ve covered many of the things you might like to know  
in the Q&A that follows. If you have any other questions, 
please speak to your estate or scheme manager.

Enclosed with this guide is a card which we hope you will fill 
out and return to us. We need all feedback by Friday 13th July 
2018 so it can be considered as part of the decision. You can 
also complete the online version of this feedback form via 
www.anchor.org.uk and www.hanover.org.uk

There is a great deal to consider and we don’t have all the 
answers yet. But, in line with the values of both organisations, 
we wanted to talk to customers, colleagues and others about 
our proposals.

We would only merge if it’s in the interests of the older people 
we serve as well as enabling us to build more than we can as 
two separate organisations.

We would expect to be able tell you the decision in late 
summer/autumn and the merger would happen soon after 
that. We will report back to you on the feedback we receive 
from customers and, if the merger wasn’t going ahead for  
any reason, we would explain why.

Your estate or scheme manager will continue to keep  
you updated and we will also post information on  
www.anchor.org.uk and www.hanover.org.uk 

What happens next?
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Would any estate or scheme locations close or would I have 
to move as a result of the merger? 
No. 

Would rent levels/service charges stay the same? 
Our social rents are regulated by the housing regulator and are 
not affected in any way by the proposed merger. Any savings 
that we can achieve over time as a result of the merger would 
be reflected in reduced service charges wherever possible.

Would any of my rights change? 
No. Your rights as a tenant or leaseholder would not change. 
This includes your rights under your tenancy or lease and your 
statutory rights. 

Would the manager or service at my estate or scheme 
location change? 
Both organisations are committed to ensuring the quality  
of service isn’t adversely affected. 

Services always evolve in line with the changing needs of the 
people we serve, funding for those services and developments 
in, for example, technology. 

As large, national organisations, we’re considering how we best 
integrate the two organisations but it wouldn’t impact on the 
quality of service customers receive. 

Would customers have to change who they currently pay  
their rent to?  
There is no change in the short term to the way you pay your 
rent or who it is paid to. If there need to be any changes in 
the future, we would write to you and would provide you with 
whatever support you need.

Would the merger affect my care or support package? 
No.

Q&A
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Is this being proposed because either organisation  
is in financial (or any other) trouble? 
No. Both organisations are long-established and successful. 
The housing regulator has reviewed both in the last two years 
and considers them to be at the highest level of financial 
viability and governance. The proposals are designed to 
enable us to build more together than we can apart and 
provide services more efficiently – so we have more money  
to reinvest back into the organisation.

Who would lead the organisation? 
The Chief Executive designate is Jane Ashcroft CBE,  
currently Chief Executive of Anchor.

The Chair designate is Dr Stuart Burgess CBE, currently chair 
of Hanover. They would lead the new organisation if a merger 
were to go ahead.

Would we have different repairs and maintenance 
contractors? 
In the short term, nothing is changing. However, we would  
look at whether we can drive better value for money in repairs 
and maintenance and a host of other areas if we were one,  
larger organisation. That may mean doing things differently but, 
at this stage, it’s too early to know how it might change.  
Our key focus is on getting great value for money and 
maintaining customer satisfaction.

Would I need a new lease/tenancy agreement? 
No, you would keep your existing tenancy agreement.  
There may be some minor changes such as the registered 
office and we would write to you separately to explain  
these changes.

What would this mean for our current customer  
involvement processes? 
We will be talking with Anchor’s Customer Council and 
Hanover’s Communities Council. We would be keen to  
ensure their views inform our approach.
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Anchor, The Heal’s Building,  
Suites A&B, 3rd Floor,  
22-24 Torrington Place,  
London WC1E 7HJ

Tel: 020 7759 9100 

www.anchor.org.uk

Company Number: 3147851

Registered Charity Number:  
1052183 (England and Wales)

Housing Association Number: 
LH4095

Hanover Housing Association,  
Nelson House, Alington Road,  
Little Barford, St Neots  
Cambridgeshire PE19 6RE

Tel: 0808 169 5138 

www.hanover.org.uk

Charitable Registered 
Society Number:  
16324R 

Housing Association Number:  
L0071


